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Introduction

To make this possible and suitable for real word need to solve this three main problems:

Error control: messages may be lost, corrupted, or reordered. 
Flow control: delay may happen in message pressing from receiver host side.  

Bandwidth limitation: the limitation on speed in transmitted data in the network. If data are sent faster than transmitted they will lose. 

The network job is to provide an efficient and reliable communication channel between network elements eg. (hosts).

Q) What is network job? And what is  network three main problems? And how you can solve it?



To solve this problem required to use one or more communication protocol, i.e., using acknowledgments 
In this project we will describe and show the application of theory foundation in area of networking.
Such application of theory foundation in area of networking is Alternating Bit Protocol (ABP).



Objective
Design a ABP simulation that meet project proposal and design.

The simulation works precisely and produces accurate results.

Simulation is easy to use.



Goal
The goal of this phase is to show that the project is working as the specification and meet requirement. 



Alternative Bit Protocol (ABP)
ABP is a simple data link layer (layer 3) protocol that retransmits lost or corrupted messages by only add a single control bit to each data message and to each ACK.
• Each process (A or B) maintains a control bit called the alternating bit
• every message sent by a process contains the current value of its alternating bit.

The message sequence numbers simply alternate between 0 and 1 with each transmission.



•Flip the bit from receiver before sending ACK.
•The message that acknowledges the receipt of D0 will be ACK1.
•The next sender will be D1

ABP case of straightforward (a)

a. The straightforward case of ABP [1]

ABP case of straightforward (a)

Q) Describe ABP case of straightforward 



ABP Case of delayed message (b)
• The second ACK1 is simply discarded as redundant since the sender already knows that D0 was received.
• The sender will timeout waiting to get an ACK0 (acknowledging receipt of D1), so it will (correctly) resend D1. 
• This mechanism allow receiver to detect duplicate messages.
• the second copy will simply be discarded

ABP handling  Case of delayed message   (b)

b. show that the second ACK1 simply discarded as redundant since the sender already knows 
that D0 was received) [1]Q) Describe ABP case of delayed message 



Sender                            Receiver

Sender and Receiver models for the Alternative Bit Protocol [1]
(as we can see in this models both sender and receiver start state with waiting)



Time-Out Mechanism
According to [3] a standard time-out mechanism and retransmission of messages given by Lynch in [4] are suggested as a method for recovering from loss of messages.
Process A retransmits the message which it has sent most recently if it does not receive any message from B within a given time-out interval after it sends a message.
Time-out interval must be sufficiently large in order to avoid messages in opposite directions from “crossing” on the line.



Safety and Liveness Properties assumptions

Processes A and B do not halt, if a message is sent by a process, then eventually one of the following occurs: 
• the message is delivered without corruption.
• the message is delivered but corrupted.
• the message is lost.

If process (A or B) sends messages infinitely often, then process      (B or A) receives  uncorrupted messages infinitely often.

The alternative bit protocol possesses the following safety and liveness properties under assumptions:



Safety and Liveness property for ABP 
Safety property:  
• The sender ensures that the data with the correct sequence number is sent to the receiver even though, the data is lost in the channel.
• The receiver ensures that an ack is sent to the sender even if the sent ack is lost in the channel, and the receiver never delivers two odd packets (the packets with sequence numbers 1and1) without an intervening even packet (packet with sequence number 0).

Liveness property: 
• Any data item given to process (A or B) is eventually output to (B or A) (the protocol terminates correctly).

Q) What is Safety and Liveness property for ABP? 



Simulation 
The ABP simulation will simulate both an application layer (layer 5) and a network layer (layer 3) that transport protocol must interact with.
The simulation will simulate sending messages (packet) from side A and the receiving messages from side B using unidirectional transfer channel. 
B side will ultimately have to send packets to A to acknowledge receipt of message. 

simulation general structure
L3



Input 
• the number of messages = any integer number
•packet loss probability = 0.0 if no loss or any real number such as 0.1.
•packet corruption probability = 0.0 if no corruption or any real number such as 0.1.
•average time between messages = integer number.
•window size =1.

show A sent packet to B.
started A timer.

seq#.

ack #.
simulator terminated time. 

Simulation



Conclusions
Alternative Bit Protocol (ABP) has a limitation. 

• It does not solve all error control problems, such as it does not address the problem of messages that are received but corrupted.
• It also won’t work if the message that deliver after long time of delay.

ABP  has throughput as a practical protocol.
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Questions 
Q1) What is network job? And what is network three main problems? And how you can solve it?
Q2) Describe ABP case of straightforward.
Q3) Describe ABP case of delayed message.
Q4) What is Safety and Liveness property for ABP? 


